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Abstract Saturation probiems for positive convolution op日ratorsare welJ-known 
and widely investigated. 1n 1971， De Vore proved a pointwise "0" saturation theor叩.1.
DeVore's m日thodyields somewhat mo閃 thanthe conclusion he obtain日d目Itis shown 
that any sequenc巴ofpositiv色 convolutionoperators， which saturatεd， ispointwise "0" 
saturat巴d
L Intl'oduction 
C* denotes the space of 27τ-periodic continuous functions with the supremum 






where dμn 1S a non-negative， even Borel measure on [一ぺπJwith会1πdμn(t)=l. 
We consider the saturation of these operators. We say that (L n) is satureted 
if there exitsts a sequence of positive numbers仲n)which conγerges to 0 such 
that 
a) for IEC* 
lim止キ必し。
芳弓苗 伊n
if and only if 1 isconstant ; 
b) there exists a non-constant functionんECホ suchthat Il/o-Ln(fo)II=O付n)
The sequence (cz¥ n) is calied the saturation order. 
・1[
If we define the real Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of dμ11 byρk，n= ~ L7r cos kt dμn 
(t)， the following theorem determines when (Ln) is saturated and its saturation order 
(DeVorεC 3 J ，pp.56-58). 
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THEOREM A. Let (L n) be a sequence 0)うerators the lorm (1). A necessaη 
仰 dsuがcientcondition that (L n) be saturated is some ρositive in必germ
1-ρk，n 
(2) lim寸工高工=れ>0 かわ 1，2，丸一…・
n-一歩00
In this case (l ρm，n) is a saturation order. 
In paticular， if(L n) satisfies (2)， we obtain that for 1ぱ * Ilf-L 1 =0(1-ρm，n) if 
and only if 1 isconstant. De V ore [2 J proved a pointwise "0" saturation theorem. 
TI-EOREM B. Let (L n) be a sequence 
which satislies 
convolution operators of the 
l-Pk.n 
lim 一一一ー=仇>0 k=1，2，3，. . 
一一一- 1 ρl，n 
幻ー 今00
庁fEC*then 
f(け-L x)ニoρl，n) each 一死 π〕
if and 0ηly おconstaηton [一死πJ.
(1)， 
De V ore's method of the proof of TI-EOREM B yields somewhat more than the 
conclusion he obtained. In fad we have next theorem. 
TI-EOREM 1. Let n) be a sequence 01ρositive convolution the 
where the Fourier coej匂cients dμn satisfy E C * then for each 7[， π〕
f(x)-Ln (j，x)=o ρm，n) 
if and is constaηt on [一κπ]，
Combining THEOREM A and THEOREM 1， wεcan easily show next theorem固
TI-EOREM 2. Let n) be a sequence ofρositive convolution operators 01 the lorm (1)， 
ωhich sαturated with order 付 IffEC者 thenlor each π，π〕
f(x)-L x)= 0 
ifαnd only if 1 isconstant 0η 〔 久的。
2. Proof of THEOREM 1 
The "if" part of the theorem is obvious. The proof of the代onlyif" part is based on 
a trigonometric analogue of the parabola technique of Bajsanski-Bojanic [1 J. For this 
purpose we must prove two lemmas. 
Let m be the set of a1 numbers xE[O，2π']， such that， for each neighbourhood 1 of x， 
we have J1 df-1. キ0(1ー ρ Ifm=仇witha compactness argument， we have 
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ιd，!1 n(1)= 0(1 ρThis contradi山 tothe hypothesis of (dfJ. n). So m is附 n-void
LEMMA 1園 Letf E C* be a jim.ctioJl which sati.ポes(3). Th仰 !forωC!zXOEC-T[， πJ，
with f(xo)=max {f(x); XE Cπ，πJ i ，a17d each tEID， we havef(xo+t)=f(xo}. 
PROOF. Let assume f(xo十x)<f(xo)for some xo， with f(xo)=max {f(x); XEC 九 πJ1， 
l and some XE凪 Then1三 ¥YECκ吋 ;f(xoトy)<2 (f(xo)十f(xo十x)) I isa neighbour-
hood of x and 
す仰0)ー ルo十x))fl dμ，(t) 
Thiおs蜘悶NStJ-仕制t




LEMMA 2. 1f there exists a 17017-coη!stant fEC*， which satisfies (3)， t!zen m IS a finite 
set. Also， is any nurnber in m then xニ 2T[a， 1刀hereαissome ratio仰 1number. 
PROOF. First of al， we note some properties of numbers， Let (x) be the decimal 
place of a positive numbεr x. 
i) Letαbe an irrational number¥Then the set 
j(kα); k= 1，2，3，……! 
is dense in [0，1]。
ii) Let (αn) be a sequence of distinct numbers in [O，lJ， and converge to some rational 
number. Then the set 
¥(kαη); n= 1， 2， 3，.， k= 1，2，3，"'1 
is dense in [0，1] 
Suppose that (x n) is a sequence of distinct numbersヲ eachof which is in m. 
Choosing a subsequence， ifnecessary， we can assume x n→x where xE[0，2πJ. We write 
x，=2T[αn and x= 2T[α固
Let Xo be any number in [ 久的， where f(xo)=max {f(x); XE[ π， T[J f =M. Then， 
by LEMMA 1， for each positive integers k and n， we haγe f(xo十批η)=M. By 
continuity of /， f(xo十段)= M for each positive integer k. 
If αis irrational， the set ¥ (kα) ;ん=1，2ふ・…..1 is dense in [O，lJ by i). Therefore 
the set of numbers l?x taken modulo 2π， isdense in [O，2T[J. Thus， inthis case， fニ M 011 a 
set of numbers which is dense in [xo， Xo十2T[Jand therefore f= M on 十2T[J. From 
periodidity we conclude that f isconstant圃
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If αis rational， the set {(k Gn); n= ・，k= ・o f is dense in [O，lJ i). 
Therefore， we again obtain that 1 isconstant. 
This shows that m has no limit point in [O，27rJ and hence m must be a finite set. 
Finally， ifa number of the form x= 2παwithαirrational were in m then， as we 
have mentioned before， I(xo +批)=11 for each positive le， so that 1= 11 on a set 
of points which is dense in Xo十2JrJ. This gives that 1 isconstant. 
PROOF OIF THEOREM B。
Let 1 be a function which satisfies and suppose 1 isnot constant. subtracting 
a constant and considering the function一1instead of 1， ifnecessary， we can suppose 
that 1(-Jr)= I(π)二二oand M三 max XE [O，27rJ f > O. Then， itIollows from 
~ { 2kπ LE1V!MA 2 that there is a positive integer N such that m c; l-ïす一 ~k== ・..ト In
addition let N be the smallest p03itive integer which satisfies the above. In this case， 
using LEMMA 1， we see that for any real number Xo， with/(xo}=M， and any integer .k， 
2k I(xo}= M= I(xo十7JL)
;_2 N 
The functionん(吋三一αsmすXト with0<伍 is孟 forany YE[ π，π]. 
For each 0く久 o<ー豆一， we defi 2N 
N r 2kπ2!~ 
f吋三どi一万一一ε，一方LトーoJハ〔一κπ〕
s三〔一川 π〕¥fε.o'
Now， we fix XOo Then either 
a) there exist some c:and 30mεo such that 
A三 max +~炉-ε) ， + 2存+日'"，Nf < 
or 
b) for each oε)， there exists some integer such that 




Let α三 min1-一一一一一一一一一一-， Mf . (4)， 
sin2 lyε I-sin2 1'o τr ;>1 す U
円~Jr ¥ rt ， 2k 
hα(ー オ+オ)=2M-111=M
On the other hand， the definitions of A and a， 
円L 円J(寸~+ò) 仇+寸~+ò)












2l;すれト万一一ε) 2k庁+一つvー ε)>M. 
These show that C= min 1 (x)-f(xo十x);XE Bf is assumed at a point y in the 









Since the interior of 
argument that 
Y contains m， we obtain by the use of the compactness 
??
??
。 y)= {5，0-1' めらい)=0(1一円
By (6) and th日fact
J山 )-hα(y)=一α倒的 sin2与(x川
~ sin Ny sin 
we have 
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斗ん(hα(x)-ha (y)J dμn{X-y)+ 0 (1-Pm，n) 
=ι工:〔hα(X) ん(y)Jdμη(X-y)十0(1ー ρ
=芸cos均rsin2子(X-y)仇 (X-y)トo(ト川)
=-fcos lIW-ρjIJ，計 o( ρm，n)
Finally， from (2)， there exists some sequence 1 n i I工1such that 
L トy)一 +y) 1-ρhT.n 
lim --' 三二 cos Ny一一一」と三一
戸記 1 ρ町内 2 t→∞ y 1 ρ川 Z
=-fmlW内
SInce cos Ny>cosf=OP>O aadh>09we have 
L +y)一f(xo+y)キ0(1 ρ肌
This contradicts to at the point x=xoトy.
CASE b) 
From (4)， we have for each integer k and each o < "~T 
2N 
円Lf(xo+一刃ι+o)=M.
Therefore there exists some Xl sl1ch that 
jIJ-l c-2k庁内L
+x}=M for問 hx出。C!1NJL ，ー オ+古〕
2k。π-The other case of b)， that is 十-N一一ε)= we can also obtain the same 
conclusion. 
Then we use x 1 + 4N in place of x 0 in the armum削 above. In the ca田 a)，we 
have contradiction. In the case b)， there exists some X2 such that 
jIJ-l ~ 2kπ 2kπ 司f(X24x)=M for each x E〉〔 +-L〕.
k:;;O ~ N N' 4N 
Now， we use X2十JELln place of xoe 
8N 
In generally， ifcase b) continues n times， there exists some xn such that 
N-l ~ 2kπ(2k+l)π 
f(xn+ M for each x ( !d;'， \~" N すー百NJ
The問 fo陀 ifca問 b)conti附 sinfini白 there郎防 someZ E (0長Jsuch that 
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ル)=M for問 hxElo三 dM-14L，z+ (2hL1)π 〕ハトい〕
k~-N - lV 1~ 






Let x' E [κπ] be M'，=max jg(x); x正c-7[，π] f =g(x'). Now we can wark with g， M' 
and x¥in places of J， M and Xo in the argument above. Then either case a) is reached， 
or case b) continues infinitely. In the latter case， we can conclude 
g(x)=u on 1。
g(x)=M' on [-7[， π〕¥10・
This contradicts to the continuity of g. 
From the argument above， in any cas四， we have the desired contradiction. 50 (3) 
imp1ies J三 constant.
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